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18-volt drills

Rubber Spatulas

LED headlamps
& flashlights

AA & AAA batteries

Socket
Wrench Set

Paint brushes

Luci LED 
solar lanterns

Check out our online 

tool registry...

bethlehemfarm.net/

donations/wish-list
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Thinking about coming on 
a service retreat in 2020? 

See our calendar at:
http://bethlehemfarm.

net/calendar

I arrived at the Farm with very little 
experience in agriculture. My mother 
had a garden in the back yard when 
I was little, but I was disinterested in 
what went on there. Since I’ve been 
at the Farm, I’ve had the privilege of 
learning from some truly excellent 
gardeners, former Caretaker with a 
green thumb Audrey and Eric the Garlic 
Master himself among them. I learned 
about the most nutritious plants in our 
garden (dandelion, lamb’s quarter, and 
sorrel). I learned about the myriad of 
hand tools that, when used just the right 
way, become ten times more effective. I 
learned to not become over-concerned 
by the number of weeds in the garden 
because not only are they beyond 
my control but they also practically 
demonstrate the fertility of the garden. 
I also quickly learned to love the daily 

toil, perpetually having dirt in my cuticles and the 
wonderful contrast of the heat of the summer sun 
and the cool, moist soil.

I’ve learned the importance of understanding food 
systems. When we grow our own food, we begin 
to understand the value of taking time to care 
for the plants beyond just the nourishment they 
provide. Recognizing when a plant is diseased 
or nutrient-deprived, treating the malady and 
then seeing it return to health, drives this notion 
home. Sure, the potato underneath or the peas 
further up the vine will be better for us because 
we eliminated the disease – but it is by treating 
the plant that we come to understand its value as 
part of God’s creation beyond its usefulness. This 
lesson is important in a time in which people are 
increasingly valued based upon how “useful” 
they are. Therefore, when I can engage a high 
school student to think about the value of a 
plant beyond immediately obvious utilitarian 
goods, I find myself connecting Jesus’ teaching 
to a direct, visceral experience that often opens 
new paths to understanding God.

Living on a farm allows us to engage in 
care for creation with every decision, 
conversation, and action. By our 
involvement in the local food system, we 
farmers are deciding to reject the corporate 
farm business model and instead accept the 
traditional farming goal of feeding people 
in the local community. When conversing 
about these values, we can spread the 
message of the importance of mercy 
and care for others. In acting out these 
decisions, we can intimately become part 
of the daily lives of those in the community. 
These connections, in turn, strengthen the 
bonds of trust and relationship, resulting in 
stronger communities.

The future holds even greater returns for 
the investment of time, talent, and treasure 
that I have made in sustainable ways that 
encourage environmental and human 
health. I have learned the joy of toiling with 
those around me to bring forth abundant 
life from the soil. I have also learned the 
important lesson that there is always more 
to do in the garden. So, it is unreasonable 
to expect us to do more than we can with 
the time we have and the skills we are 
given. Much like in life, we are ministers, 
not messiahs. In this way, the garden has 
already driven home lasting life lessons that 
I carry with me, and this is truly invaluable.

The Value of Community: Farming for the Greater Good
By Joseph, Caretaker

Join us for 
Come Away Weekend 

Feb 14-16th
http://bethlehemfarm.

net/ComeAway

Save the Date!
Labor Day Weekend 2020
for our 15th Anniversary 

Reunion Celebration
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Seeing God in the Eyes of Those Around Me
By Claire, Summer Servant

“How incredible it is to go from ‘Where have you seen God?’ to joyous discussions of nothing to contemplative discussions of 
everything. How lucky am I for this night and this week and these people and this life in need of figuring out.”

I’m pulling this quote from a journal entry I made as a volunteer rounding out my first trip to Bethlehem Farm last fall during a college 
group week. Needless to say, it did not take much convincing for me to decide to take up the opportunity to return to Bethlehem Farm 
this summer and step back into the love that deserves more than just five days of living in. And thus, my two months as a Summer Servant 
began!

A lot of learning came out of this past summer. This included everything from cleaning chicken coops or using spud bars to break through 
concrete to which book works best for nap time (this applies to both Fitts kids and high school volunteers). This summer also included 
learning a lot about myself. I love that what I wanted to get out of the summer was a stronger, more consistent faith life and instead what I 
got was a stronger sense of self and desire to strengthen my faith on my own. 

Bethlehem Farm in the summer is the best place to be if you want to meet amazing people on different journeys than you but with similar 
end goals in mind. When surrounded by so many people who are here in order to further their faith in their own respective ways, I found the 

relationships I formed to be some of the most influential in my life. 

Through interactions with neighbors, fellow Summer Servants, Caretakers, volunteers, 
and chaperones, I began to realize how important it is to never take for granted the ability 
to see God in the eyes of those around me. It is important to acknowledge the role that 
relationships with others have in turning our hearts and making us more capable of living 
out the cornerstones. Nights around the bonfire and rainy days kneeling in onion beds 
alongside strangers-turned-friends brought me to understand this notion that I can lean 
into relationships with others a little more quickly, share of myself a little more fully, love 
others and our world and myself a little more deeply, and care about silly problems a 
whole lot less. I am forever grateful for finding in Bethlehem Farm not a place into which 
to retreat, but to support and encourage me to take the Farm Lifestyle and make it an 
every day lifestyle.
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Who We’ve Been Working With
By Gemma, Caretaker

This season’s hardworking volunteers made strides in local 
food, community outreach, and home repair. Groups continue 
to serve at Sprouting Farms, bolstering the local food system 
and at Wellspring of Greenbrier, serving neighbors’ needs. 
Many volunteers served with Farmer Rhonda as she restores 
her farmhouse and builds a 120’x30’ high tunnel greenhouse 
on her property. As always, Will’s leadership and teaching 
skills operate a graceful home repair program. In September, 
Joseph, Tori, and Gemma wrapped up the projects at Missy’s 
house by completing her new porch roof and adding new trim 
and flooring in a back bedroom. Many hands contributed to 
completing Missy’s renovation between March and September and they completed projects from porch demo to 
ceiling insulation to window installation. Her home is now more energy efficient, safe, and cozy. 

Raine guided groups at Teri’s house to build a 
wheelchair ramp that gave her the freedom to 
safely leave her house. Energized by success at 
Teri’s, Raine also led the charge on a wheelchair 
ramp for Paul. These ramps had immediate impacts 
on mobility for Teri and Paul.
Steve and Tori continue to lead at Teshla’s house 
as we are in the home stretch of bathroom 
“reno”. After repairing her roof, transforming two 
bedrooms, and re-installing a toilet, shower, and 
hot water heater, we are now in the home stretch. 
Thanks to a final push from the last volunteers of 
the year, Teshla and her family can take a shower in 
their own home for the first time ever!

Gemma, Raine, and Villanova and Aquinas students completed several projects for Charlene in October, including 
sealing her roof, gutters, and doors, adding new lattice to the porch, and painting life back into her shutters. Her 
help and hospitality to the groups allowed us to work quickly to finish this site in just one week. 

Solar Hot Water
By Gemma, Caretaker

During our solar hot water “blitz” over four days in August, we installed 
six heating panels and three storage tanks to supply the Retreat House 
and Caretaker Residence with solar hot water. With special help from B 
Farm friend Jeff Bohrer, Caretakers and Summer Servant Pat hooked up 
a system that pumps water through outdoor panels and then through 
a heat exchanger which transfers the sun’s energy to our domestic hot 
water. Since hot water heaters historically accounted for one-third of 
our electricity usage, we can expect a drastic decrease in our energy 
consumption this winter. This efficient, robust system was made possible 
by the Wheaton Franciscan Sisters Ministry Fund. 



Check us out online!
www.bethlehemfarm.net
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Questions or Comments regarding this publication, article submissions 
and photos can be sent to the editor at caretakers@bethlehemfarm.net

Master Facilities Plan Update
By Eric, Director

We have made great progress this summer on our Master Facilities 
Plan, our overall strategy for the sustainable design of the 
Bethlehem Farm property.

•  Purchase of Property: Completed in May, in cooperation 
with the Diocese, and thanks to support from many of you, 
“Welcome Home” has taken on a new meaning!
•  San Damiano Center for Sustainability*: Framing completed 
this summer, standing seam metal roof completed this fall, metal 
siding begun this fall. 
•  Solar Hot Water*: (see Gemma’s article in this issue)
•  Solar Electric Panels, Phase III*:  Solar Holler plans to install 
the photovoltaic panels that will bring us to 100% solar electricity 
November 11-15, 2019
•  Maintenance Garage (still needs a name!): Site has been prepared, topsoil removed 
for garden use, awaiting foundation plan from a local engineer (see enclosed appeal)
•  Rainwater Containment*: The importance of this fall 2020 project was highlighted 
recently when we exhausted the rainwater stored in our 12,000-gallon rainwater 
containment and 5,000-gallon cistern during a recent 6-week dry spell, even with water-
saving measures in place.

*Denotes projects in partnership with the Wheaton (IL) Franciscan Sisters

Our Master Planning process has always been centered on our mission. We are excited for 
these facilities to strengthen the implementation of our mission and core programs. Thank 
you for all of the shared time, talent, and treasure that has brought us this far.

Brother With a Camera
By Tori, Caretaker 

Over the last few weeks we had the pleasure of hosting Nich Perez, CSC. Brother Nich 
offered his talents in filmmaking to help us update our digital presence with professional 

short films and photos which we will be 
rolling out over the next few months. 
Instead of directing us, Nich joined us in 
fellowship, played music with us, shared 
meals, laughs, and never missed a chance 
to help with dishes. By returning home 
and living among the current community 
at the Farm, Nich was able to authentically 
capture the four cornerstones in film so 
we can better explain our story. We are 
grateful for his time with us, both for the 
fruits of his work and for the friendship we 
shared. Stay tuned for these short films!
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Mission
Statement:

Bethlehem Farm is a 
Catholic community 
in Appalachia that 

transforms lives 
through service with 
the local community 
and the teaching of 

sustainable practices. 
We invite volunteers 
to join us in living the 
Gospel cornerstones 

of community, prayer, 
service, and simplicity.
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